2. TITLE: YOUTH IN CAMPS
   (SCENE)
2. m.s. kids around fire
3. c.u. eggs frying
4. l.s. girls
5. l.s. kids going down gangplank
6. m.s. boys marching
7. l.s. boys walking
8. l.s. boys around flagpole
9. m.s. girls playing hockey
10. c.u. boys in swimming
11. l.s. swimming float
12. c.u. YAGAWANDER
13. m.s. boys in tents
14. l.s. boys coming from tents
15. l.s. boys setting-up exercises
16. c.u. instructor
17. m.s. setting-up exercises
18. l.s. boys eating
19. m.s. cook
20. c.u. waffles
21. c.u. boy drinking milk
22. l.s. boys standing in line
23. m.s. boys being inspected

31. MUSIC
   (NARRATION)
   VOICE OF TIME: For 57 years, in ever increasing numbers,
   the nation's youth has been "going away to camp".
   This year has seen more boys and girls at camp than ever before.
   More than three million U. S. youngsters, have attended expensive private camps,
   moderate-priced institutional camps,
   free camps for the city's underprivileged. All of them have enjoyed
   common experiences, common adventures.
   Largely unvarying is the routine of activity upon which most U. S. camps have patterned their organisation since 1930. Chief object of camp life everywhere is body building by time-honored formula.

31. Most popular elements in the formula of all camps are three stout meals a day -- well tested pound producing fare for the appetites of small fry.
   To sugar-coat the unpopular side of camp routine,
   prizes are promised for tidiness and cleanliness.
24. m.s. girls carrying canoes
25. c.u. boy hitting tennis ball
26. m.s. ball returning ball
27. m.s. girl archers
28. l.s. boys playing ring tennis
29. m.s. same as above
30. m.s. boys boxing
31. l.s. boys playing baseball
32. m.s. boys being examined
33. m.s. boy being weighed
34. c.u. chart
35. l.s. camp fire sing
36. title: this year a new and revolutionary experiment in camp organization emerges successfully from its trial stages, comes to public attention
37. m.s. Sharp at desk
38. c.u. pictures
39. c.u. Sharp
40. l.s. kids in street
41. m.s. boy playing baseball
42. c.u. boy shooting craps

Past masters at developing a healthy interest in outdoor sports
are seasoned camp directors,
Competition is the keynote of the day's activities.
Every age group has its team, every team has its rival, for well directors know that small athletes, working off steam in organized games, are unconsciously building muscle, learning fellow-
ship, acquiring camp spirit.
As the season ends, costs of ten,
added pounds and extra inches are the measure of a camp's success.

VOICE OF TIME: Most active and enthusiastic proponent of the new
movement is a veteran camp director — Dr. Lloyd Burgess Sharp.

VOICE OF TIME: For his experiments Dr. Sharp selects underprivileged children
from family welfare agencies — children from the backstreets of New York's sweltering slums — East Harlem.
Hall's Kitchen and the lower West side — these he transplants
(61)

to forest camps in New Jersey and Connecticut.
(31)

On arrival they are divided into small,
(101)

independent camp groups — one counselor
(41)

and
(41)

a leader to each six children.
(61)

Under this new plan each group sets
(71)

camp kills for weeks to come,
(51)

some of them construct their own shelter;
(61)

of re-modeling to
(41)

their own taste the efforts of earlier campers.
(41)

A few groups make their homes in roving
(111)

covering wagons, for the working

principle of the new camp movement is
(31)

the normally curious and enterprising younger there is no deeper
(81)

by himself.
(81)

Here, in the common delights of exploration and discovery there
(51)
67. l.s. boys grooming horse  (61) in little of the traditional routine of
68. c.u. same as above  (61) the convential summer camp.
69. c.u. same as above  
70. c.u. girls looking at bug  
71. l.s. boys fishing  
72. c.u. boy fishing  
73. l.s. boys washing clothes  
74. c.u. boy in tree  
75. c.u. boy weaving basket  
76. c.u. girls behind wagon wheel  
77. m.s. boys building fire  
78. c.u. John Dewey 

79. l.s. boys with covered wagon  (51) VOICE OF TIME: Thus summer camping
80. m.s. boys and horse  (41) enters the
81. m.s. boy and oven  (51) realm of child education, and
82. c.u. boy stirring contents of pan  (41) optimists predict that in this new kind
83. c.u. hand testing pie  (21) of camping, tomorrow's American school-
84. c.u. boy eating and laughing  (21) will enjoy
85. l.s. boys in swimming  (21) as part of his training the exciting
86. m.s. boys swinging over water  (61) adventure of solving on his own box

TIME MARCHES ON 111